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Filter indicator 
Lets you know when the 
filter needs to be cleaned

Pick me up 
Rises to the surface 
for easy pickup

E 50i

The power of the cloud 
with absolute pool-cleaning performance

Powerful performance
Get a deep clean with Maytronics Dolphin’s superior 
scrubbing and filtering capabilities.

Ease of use
Simple, plug-and-play operation takes all the hard work 
out of pool cleaning.

Peace of mind
Dolphin robots run independently from your pool’s system, 
so you get a totally clean pool – no compromise!

Wi-Fi® connectivity
The MyDolphin™ Plus mobile app puts full control of your 
robot in the palm of your hand.  Make your pool perfect, 
from anywhere, anytime. 
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Dolphin E 50i
Absolute pool-cleaning performance

Advanced weekly scheduler 
and cycle selector

Set it & forget it using the 
MyDolphin™ Plus mobile app   

Multi-layer filtration system 
with Extra Sealing, prevents the 
return of fine dust to the pool

Actively cleans and scrubs away 
algae and bacteria

Top-load filter basket 
for super-easy cleaning

ENwww.maytronics.com 

The all-new Maytronics Dolphin E50i robotic pool cleaner 
makes it super-easy to keep your swimming pool exceptionally 
clean and ready for fun, with absolutely minimum effort and 
hassle. Get maximum convenience and control all in one, 
with advanced options like manual drive, a choice of cleaning 
programs, and delayed start.
The Dolphin E50i is equipped with a multi-layer, top-load filter 
basket with extra sealing and larger filtration capacity.
With the new MyDolphin™ Plus mobile app, the Dolphin E50i 
is always connected, giving you the freedom to control your 
robotic pool cleaner from anywhere, at any time.

Swivel cable
helps prevent cable tangles 

E 50i Product Specifications

Up to 15 mIdeal pool length

Floor, walls and waterlineCleaning 
coverage

Brush + Active ScrubberBrushing

Quick – 1.5 hour, Standard – 2 hours, 
Enhanced – 2.5 hours

Cleaning cycle 
time

Multi-layer extra-large filtration system with 
integrated fine and ultra-fine filtersFiltration

7.5 kgRobot weight

18 m, tangle-free cable Cable length

PowerStream mobility systemNavigation and 
maneuverability

MyDolphin™ Plus mobile app Mobile app 

IncludedCaddy

36 monthsWarranty


